ii) Basis for establishing areas of special flood hazard:

A. The areas of special flood hazard for the City of Albany, Community No. 360001, are identified and defined on the following documents prepared by the Federal Emergency Management Agency:

1. Flood Insurance Rate Map Panel Nos. 360001C0157D, 360001C0159D, 360001C0176D, 360001C0178D, 360001C0179D, 360001C0183D, 360001C0187D, 360001C0188D, 360001C0189D, 360001C0191D, 360001C0192D, 360001C0193D, 360001C0194D, 360001C0211D, 360001C0213D, 360001C0306D, 360001C0307D, whose effective date is March 16, 2015, and any subsequent revisions to these map panels that affect areas under the City’s jurisdiction.
